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ABSTRACTS

The transformation graph G   of  G  is the graph with vertex set

)()( GEGV   in which the vertices x  and y are joined by an edge if

one of the following conditions holds: (i) )(, GVyx   and  x  and y

are adjacent in  G, (ii) )(, GEyx   and x  and  y  are adjacent in G, (iii)

one of x  and y  is in )(GV  and the other is in )(GE , and they are not

incident in G. In this paper, for some standard class of graphs G, we

establish the results on the decomposition of edges of the transformation

graph G  into some standard class of graphs.
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INTRODUCTION
All graphs considered here are

finite, undirected,  simple and standard.
We refer to4 for unexplained terminology

and notations. Let ))(),((= GEGVG  be a
graph. )(GV  and )(GE  are called the
vertex set  and edge sets of  G
respectively. For two vetrices u  and v
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of G , if there is an edge e  joining them,
we say u  and v  are adjacent. In this case
both u  and v  are end vertices of e , and
u  (or v ) and e  are said to be incident.
Two edges e  and f  are said to be
adjacent if they have an end vertex in
common.

A graph is called hamiltonian if it
has a spanning cycle. A spanning cycle is
called hamiltonian cycle. A hamiltonian
path in G  is a path, which contains vertex
of G . A  decomposition of a graph G  is a
collection of subgraphs of G , whose edge
set partition the edge set of G . The
subgraphs of the decomposition are called
the parts of the decomposition. A graph
G  is said to be F-decomposable or F-
packable if G  has a decomposition in
which all of its parts are isomorphic to
graph F .

The line graph )(GL  of G  is a
graph whose vertex set is )(GE  in which
two vertices are adjacent if and only if the
edges are adjacent in G . The subdivision
graph )(1 GS  of G  is the graph with vertex
set )()( GEGV  , two vertices of )(1 GS
are adjacent if and only if one of yx,  is in

)(GV  and other is in )(GE  and are
incident in G . The total graph )(GT  of G
is the graph whose vertex set is

)()( GEGV   in which two vertices are
adjacent if and only if they adjacent or
incident in G . The complement of a graph
G ,  denoted by G , is the graph with same
vertex set as G  and two vertices are
adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent

in G .
Wu and Meng6 generalized the

concept of total graphs to a  total
transformation graph xyzG  with

},{,, zyx , where G  is precisely the
total graph of G , and G  is complement
of G . Each of these eight kind of
transformation graphs xyzG  were studied
in6.

We shall invest igate the
transformation graph G  of a graph G .

G  is the graph with vertex set
)()( GEGV  , in which two vertices u  and

v  are joined by an edge in G  if one of
the following conditions holds: (i)

)(, GVvu   and they are adjacent in G ,
(ii) )(, GEvu  , and they are adjacent in
G , and (iii) one of u  and v  is in )(GV
and other is in )(GE , and they are not
incident in G . In this paper, for some
standard class of graphs G , we
decompose the edges of the
transformation graph G  into standard
classes of graphs.

Following results are used in the
decomposition of the transformation graph

G  of G .
THEOREM A.[3].(Bermond)
(i) If n  is even, nK  can be decomposed
into /2n  hamiltonian paths.
(ii) If n  is odd, nK  can be decomposed
into 1)/2( n  hamiltonian cycles.

If  n  is even , nK  can be
decomposed into nCn )2)/2((   cycles of
length n and 2)/2( Kn ‘s.
Remark 1.[5] Let G  be a graph of
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nGV =)(  and mGE =)( . Then
mnGV  =)( , mxd

G
=)( , for any

)(GVx  and
)()(4=)( vdudned

G
 , for any

)(= GEuve  .
Remark 2.[4]  A connected graph is
isomarphic to its line graph if and only if it
is a cycle.
Remark 3.[4]  A graph G is the line graph
of  Kn if and only if
1) G has n(n - 1)/2 vertices,
2)  G is regular of degree 2(n - 2) ,
3) Every two nonadjacent points are
mutually adjacent to exactly four points,
4) Every two adjacent points are mutually
adjacent to exactly p - 2  points.

Remark 4. If nKG 1,= , then the line graph
L(G) of  G  is the complete graph Kn.
Remark 5.[1]  For any graph G, G  and

)(GL are the edgedisjoint subgraphs of
G .

RESULTS

First, partition of edges of G  into
edges of G, L(G) and stars for a given
graph G.
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a (p, q)  graph.
Then the edges of  G  can be partitioned

into )(GE , ))(( GLE  and q t imes

)( 21, pKE .

Proof. In G , each line vertex is adjacent
to (p - 2)  point vertices and also with the
line vertices which are adjacent edges in
G. Therefore corresponding to q line

vertices there are q times 21, pK  and the
edges of the line graph of G and the
remaining edges corresponding to the
point vertices are the edges of G. Hence
the proposition.

Next Theorm gives the partition of
edges of  G  into edges of G, a regular
graph and stars, when G is a m-regular
hamiltonian graph.
Theorem 2.1 Let  G be a m-regular
hamiltonian graph with  n vertices. Then
the edges of  G++ – can be partitioned  into
G, (2(m -1)) regular graph on  mn/2
vertices, (n - 2) regular graph on  2n

vertices and  )/2)(( nmn  times 21, nK .
Proof. Let G be a m-regular hamiltonian
graph with n vertices. Then the number of
edges in G is /2mn . Therefore in G , n
point vertices are of degree  /2mn and

/2mn  line vertices of degree 4)2(  mn .
Since, line graph L(G) of G is the

subgraph of G  and each line vertex is
adjacent to 2(m -1)  line vertices, hence
edges of G  can be partitioned into   2(m
-1)  regular graph on mn/2  line vertices
and the remaining edges can be
partitioned as below.

Consider n point vertices and n line
vertices, which forms a cycle in G. Let H
be a subgraph of G  formed by 2n
vertices. In H, degree of a point vertex is
m + (n - 2)  and degree of line vertex is (n
- 2). Therefore edges of this subgraph can
be partitioned into edges of G and (n - 2)
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-regular graph on 2n vertices. Now the
remaining line vertices are ((mn/2) - n),
which are adjacent to exactly (n - 2) point
vertices. Therefore edges of G  can be
partitioned  into 2(m - 1) -regular graph on
mn/2 vetices, edges of G, (n - 2) -regular
graph on  2n vertices and (mn/2 - n)  times

21, nK .
Corollary 2.1.1 Let  G be a cycle Cn. Then
the edges of  G  can be partitioned into
2Cn  and (N - 2) -regular graph on  2n
vertices.
Proof.  In Theorem 2.1, take 2=m . The
number of edges of G is n. The number of
vertices of G  is 2n and the degree of

point vertices and line vertices is n in G .

Edges of  G  can be partitioned into

nCG = , nCGL =)(  and (n - 2) -regular
graph on 2n vertices.
Next, we give the edge decomposition of

G , when nnnnnn KKKPCG 1,, ,,,,= .

Proposition 2.2. Let  nKG 1,= and
GH = . Then the edges of H can be

partitioned into  n times 11, nK , such that

any two 11, nK  have  2n  common

vertices, one nK1, , such that 11, nK   and

nK1,  have 1n  common vertices and one

complete graph nK , such that the vertices

of  nK  and centers of 11, nK  are common
vertices.

Proof. In H the central vertex of G is not
adjacent to any line vertices and each line
vertex is adjacent to exactly  1n  point
vertices and  1n  line vertices. Hence H

can be partitioned into n  times nK1, , one

nK1,   and one nK .

Proposition 2.3. Let nKG 1,=  and
GH = . Consider the point vertices of

G, which are not central vertices, then
edges of H  can be partitioned into n times

nK1,  and on line vertices one nK .
Proof.  In H, each point vertex, which is
not a central vertex of G is adjacent to
exactly 1n  line vertices and one point
vertex which is the central vertex of G, and
each line vertex is adjacent to exactly

1n line vertices. Hence  H can be

partitioned into n times  nK1,  and one nK .
In the following theorem we

partition the edges of  G  into cycles of
different lengths, when  G is cycle.

Theorem 2.2 Let  nCG = and GH = .
Then the edges of  H can be partitioned
into

(a) nn CnC 2)3)/2((,2  and 2nK , if  n is odd.

(b)  nC2 and nCn 2)2)/2((  , if n is even.

Proof. Let nCG = . Then H has n point
vertices with degree  n and n line vertices
with degree n.
Case 1. When n is even.

Let  nvvv ,,...., 21  be the point vertices
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nneee 1)(2312 ,,....,  , be the line vertices in H.

In H each jv  is adjacent to 2n  line
vertices

 11)(2)1)((1)2)((2312 ,,....,,,....,, nnnjjjj eeeeee  .
Combining these line vertices in two’s as
n is even. There are 2)/2( n such
collect ions, which are adjacent to

njv j ,1,2,3,....=, .

Consider the point vertex 1v . 1v   is

adajacent to nneee 1)(3423 ,....,,  . Now

combine these into ),( 3423 ee ; ),( 5645 ee ;....;

),( 1)(1)2)(( nnnn ee  . We get the 2)/2( n

cycles of length n2  in G  as follows.

e 1 2 e 2 3 e 3 4
e 4 5 e e e 

v 1
v 2

v 3 v 4 v v vn- 2 n -1 n

(n -2 )( n- 1) (n -1 )n
n1

1. 11)2)((4123121)(1 ..... vevvevevev nnnnnn  .

2. 13)4)((236125141)(31)2)((22)3)((1 ..... vevevevevevevev nnnnnnnnnn  .

3. 15)6)((127161)(51)2)((42)3)((33)4)((24)5)((1 ..... vevevevevevevevev nnnnnnnnnnnnnn  .

. .

. .

. .

(n-2)/2. 123674563452341 ..... vevevevevev n .

From this construction and by Remark 2, it follows that edges of G   is the union of

edges of nCG = , edges of  nCGL =)(  and the edges of cycles nCn 2)2)/2((  .
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Case 2.  When n  is odd.
 There are n   point vertices

nvvv ,,...., 21  and n  line vertices

12312 ,,...., neee . Combine 1)( n  line

vertices into group of two's.  1v  is adjacent

to  nneee 1)(3423 ,,.....,  . Leaving nne 1)( 

combine these into

),(;)....,();,( 1)2)((2)3)((56453423  nnnn eeeeee .

Similarly  2v  is adjacent to

),(;)....,();,( 1)(1)2)((67564534 nnnn eeeeee  and

1ne . As in Case 1, there are 2/)21)(( n

cycles of length  n2  and 2nK 's,

1)2)((123121)(1 ,.....,,  nnnnnn evevevev .

 Therefore the edges of   G can be

partitioned into nn CGLCG =)(,=  and

nCn 2)3)/2((   and 2nK .

Theorem 2.3 Let nPG =  and GH = ,
then the edges of  H can be partitioned
into

(a)   121 )3)/2((,,   nnn PnPP  and 21)( Kn 
        if n is odd.

(b)   121 )2)/2((,,   nnn PnPP  if n is even.
Proof. Similar to Theorem 2.2.

Next we partition the edges of   
nK1,  into

cycles and stars.

Theorem 2.4  If  nKG 1,= , then the edges

of   G  can be partitioned into

(a)   nn CnK )1)/2((,1,   and nCn 2)1)/2((  ,

       if  n is odd.

(b)   nnn CnCnK 21, )2)/2((,)2)/2((, 

and 2/2)(3 Kn , if n  is even.

Proof. Let nKG 1,= . Then G   has 1n
point vertices each of degree n  and n  line
vertices with degree  1)2( n . Let

vvvv n ,,...., 21  be the point vertices and

)(=,....=,= 2211 GEvvevvevve nn   be the
n line vertices, where v  is the central node
of G.
Case 1. When  n  is odd.

In  G , each jv  is adjacent to 1n  line

vertices njj eeeee ,,.....,,....,, 1121   and is

adjacent to one point vertex v  . Combining
these line vertives into two by two. Thus
there are 1)/2( n  such collections , which

are adjacent to  jv , for nj ,1,2,....= .

Consider 1v , combine the edges as

),);.....(,();,( 15432 nn eeeeee  . The

1)/2( n  cycles of length  n2  in G   can
be obtained as follows:

1. 1211534231 ..... veveveevevev nnn  .

2. 14312213736251 ..... veveveveveevevev nnnnn  .
 .                     .

 .                     .
((n-1)/2) 1123121 ..... vevevevev nnn  .

From this construction and from the
definition of G , it follows that edges of
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G  can be partitioned into  nKG 1,= ,

1)/2( n  cycles of length n2  and by

Remark 4, a complete graph nK on line
vertices, which can be further partitioned
into   2)/2( n  cycles of length n, by
Theorem A.
Case 2. When n is even.

Since each point vertex jv   in G
is adjacent to 1n  l ine vertices,

njj eeeee ,,.....,,....,, 1121   therefore among

these, 2n  line vertices can be grouped
into pairs.

Consider 1v  . 1v    is adjacent to 1n

line vertices  nn eeee ,,,...., 132  . Leaving ne ,

we get  2)/2( n  pairs

),(;.....;),();,( 125432  nn eeeeee . Similarly

2v  is adjacent to   nn eeee ,,....,, 131   leaving

1e , we get 2)/2( n pairs

),(;.....;),();,( 16543 nn eeeeee  .
Therefore as in Case 1, there are

2)/2( n  cycles of length  n2  and  2nK 's

given by  123121 .....,, nnn evevevev . Hence by

definition of  G  and from above

construction G   can be partitioned into

nKG 1,= , 2)/2( n  cycles of length

2,2 nKn   and one complete graph nK  on
line vertices. By Remark 4, which can be
further partitioned into  2)/2( n  cycles of

length n  and  2/2)( Kn 's. Thus by Theorem

A, G  can be partit ioned into

nnn CnCnK 21, )2)/2((,)2)/2((,  and

2/2)(3 Kn 's.
In next theorems we partition
)( nK  into cycles, stars and regular

graphs.

Lemma 1. If nKG = , then the edges of

the line graph )(GL  of  G can be partitioned
into

(a)   nCn )1)/2((  and 3)1,2( nnK , when n

         is odd.

(b)    4)1,2(,)2)/2((  nn nKCn and

         2)1,2(/2)( nKn , when n is even.

Proof.  Let  nKG = . Then )(GL  is a

2)2( n  -regular graph on /2)1)(( nn
vertices.
Case 1. When n is odd.

By Theorem A, nK can be

decomposed into nCn )1)/2((  , hence by

Remark 2, )(GL  is partitioned

into nCn )1)/2((  . Consider n vertices

which form a cycle nC  is )(GL , each of
these n vert ices are adjacent with

3)2(=22)2(  nn  vertices of other

cycles in )( nKL ,  hence 3)1,2( nnK .
Case 2. When n is even.

By Theorem A, nK can be
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decomposed into  nCn )2)/2((   and

2)/2( Kn . Hence by Remark 2.  )(GL  can

be partitioned into nCn )2)/2((  . Consider

n vertices which forms a cycle nC
 in  )(GL ,

each of these  n  vertices are adjacent with
4)2(=42)2(  nn vertices of other

cycles in )(GL , thus 4)1,2( nnK and the

remaining 2)/2( Kn  's in G, will have )/2(n
vertices in )(GL which are adjacent to

2)2( n  vertices of  )(GL , hence

2)1,2()/2( nKn .

Theorem 2.5 If nKG = , then the edges

of G  can be partitioned into

(a) 4)1,2(2
2 ,,)/42)((,2)(  nnn nKCnCn

21,2)1,2( )/2(,)/2(  nn KnKn  and  2)/2( Kn ,

when n is even.

(b) 3)1,2(2 ,)3)/41)(((,1)(  nnn nKCnnCn

and 2)1)(( Knn  , when n is odd.

Proof. Let nKG = . Then  G  has n

point vertices, each of degree  )1)/2(( nn
and )1)/2(( nn  line vertices each of

degree  2)3( n .
Case 1. When n  is even.

The edges of nK  can be partitioned

into nCn )2)/2((   and 2)/2( Kn 's. Therefore
by Proposition 2.1, and by Theorem 2.2,
edges of   G  can be partitioned into

nn CnnCn 2)2)/2()(2)/2((,)2)/2(( 

and )( nKL . But by Lemma 1, )( nKL  is

partitioned into 4)1,2(,)2)/2((  nn nKCn

and 2)1,2(/2)( nKn .

Now consider  2/2)( Kn 's on G. In
G ,  /2)(n  line vertices are adjacent to

exactly   2n  point vertices. Therefore, in
G  there are 21,/2)( nKn  and 2/2)( Kn .

Hence from the above,  G  can be
partitioned into

4)1,2(2
2 ,,)/42)((,2)(  nnn nKCnCn

21,2)1,2( )/2(,)/2(  nn KnKn and 2)/2( Kn .

Case 2. When n is odd.

The edges of  nK  can be

partitioned into nCn )1)/2((  . Therefore by
Proposition 1. and Theorem 2.2, edges of

G  can be partitioned into ,)1)/2(( nCn 

22 )1)/2((,)3)/2()(1)/2(( KnnCnn n 

and )( nKL . But by Lemma 1,   )( nKL  can

be partitioned into 3)1,2(,)1)/2((  nn nKCn .

Thus, G   can be partitioned into

3)1,2(2 ,)3)/41)(((,1)(  nnn nKCnnCn

and 2)1)(( Knn  .

Theorem 2.6 If  nKG =  with 3>n , then

the edges of  G  can be partitioned into

(a)   1)/2( n  times 2)( n  -regular graph
on n2   vertices, with  n point vertices are
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common to all of these regular graphs,
2)2( n  -regular graph on   1)/2( nn

vertices and  nK , when   is odd.

(b) 2)/2( n   times 2)( n  -regular graph
on n2   vertices with n   point vertices are
common to all of these regular
graphs, 2)2( n -regular graph on

1)/2( nn   vertices,  nK  and 21,/2)( nKn ,
when n is even.

Proof. Let nKG = . Then G   has n

point vertices each of degree 1)/2( nn
and 1)/2( nn   line vertices each of degree

2)3( n .
Case 1. When  n is odd.

Edges of nK  can be partitioned into

1)/2( n  cycles of length n. In G , each

line vertex is adjacent to 2)( n point

vertices and  2)2( n  line vertices. Now,,
consider n line vertices which form a  n-
cycle in G  and n  point vertices in G .

These 2n  vertices form a  2)( n -regular
graph on 2n vertices. Corresponding to

1)/2( n    cycles of length n in G, there

exists  1)/2( n  times 2)( n -regular
graph on  2n vertices such that n point
vertices are common in all of these regular
graphs. Also each line vertex is adjacent
with   2)2( n line vertices. Corresponding

to these 2)/2( nn line vertices there existss

)2)2(( n  -regular graph. And by definition

of G , nK  is also a subgraph of G .
Case 2. When n is even.

Edges of nK can be partitioned into

2)/2( n cycles of length n  and 2/2)( Kn .

In G  each line vertex is adjacent to

2)( n point vert ices and also with

2)2( n  line vertices. Now, consider n  line
vertices which forms  n-cycles in G. These
n  line vertices and n  point vertices forms
a  2)( n -regular graph on 2n vertices.

Hence, corresponding to   2)/2( n cycles

of length n  in G, there exists 2)/2( n
times  2)( n -regular graph on  2n vertices
such that  n point vertices are in common
to these regular graphs. Also each line
vertex is adjacent with 2)2( n line

vertices. Corresponding to 1)/2( nn   line

vertices, there exists  2)2( n -regular

graph. Now, consider 2/2)( Kn 's in G. In
G  these /2n  line vertices are adjacent

to 2)( n point vertices. Therefore in G ,

there are  2)(1,/2)( nKn  and also by

definition of nKG ,   is also induced

subgraph of G .

Theorem 2.7 If nnKG ,= , edges of  G
can be partitioned into

(a)   nn CnnnC 42 )1)/2((,  and

       4,1
2 )4)2(( Knn   if  n is even.
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(b)

    1,4
2

4
2

2 4)1(,)/21)((,1)( KnnCnCn nn  ,

)1(2,1 nnK  and 2nK  if n is odd.

Proof. Let nnKG ,= . Then G  has 2n
point vertices, each of degree  n2 and n2

line vertices each of degree 4)(4 n .
Case 1. When n is even.

The edges of  nnK ,  can be partitioned into

nCn 2/2)( . Therefore by Theorem 2.2,

egdes of )( 2nC can be partitioned into

nn CnC 42 )2)/2(2(,2  . Hence G  can be
partitioned into

nn CnnCn 42 )2)/2(2(/2)(,/2)2( 
and by considering two cycles of lenth 2n
from  G, each line vertex corresponding to

one nC2  is adjacent to 4 line vertices of

other nC2 in G . Hence 4,12nK . But in

G, there are 







2
2n

  combinations of two

cycles of length 2n . Therefore

4,1
2 )4)2(( Knn  . Hence G  can be

partitioned into nnC2 ,  nCnn 4)1)/2((   and

4,1
2 )4)2(( Knn  .

Case 2. when n  is odd.

The edges of nnK .  can be partitioned into

22 ,)1)/2(( nKCn n .Therefore by Theorem

2.2, )( 2nC can be partitioned into

nn CnnCn 42 )2)/21)/2(2((,)1)/22(( 

and by considering two cycles of lenth   n2
from G, each line vertex corresponding to

one nC2  is adjacent to 4 line vertices of

other nC2  in G . Hence 4,12nK . But in

G, there are  






 
2

2)1(n
 combinations of

two cycles of length  2n. Therefore

  4,14)3)(1( Knnn  .

Now, consider the edges of  2nK
in G, in G n line vertices are adjacent to

4 line vertices of each nC2  therefore

  4,12/)1( Knn   and these n line vertices

are adjacent with 2)(2 n point vertices.

Hence G  can be partitioned into

nCn 2)1(  ,

  1,4
2

4
2 4)1(,)/21)(( KnnCn n  ,

)1(2,1 nnK   and 2nK  .
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